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Physics-Based Subsurface Visualization of Human
Tissue
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Abstract— In this paper, we present a framework for sim-
ulating light transport in three dimensional tissue with in-
homogeneous scattering properties. Our approach employs a
computational model to simulate light scattering in tissue through
the finite element solution of the diffusion equation. Although
our model handles both visible and non-visible wavelengths,
we especially focus on the interaction of near infra-red (NIR)
light with tissue. Since most human tissue is permeable to NIR
light, tools to non-invasively image tumors, blood vasculature
and monitor blood oxygenation levels are being constructed. We
apply this model to a numerical phantom to reproduce visually
the images generated by these real world tools. Therefore, in
addition to enabling inverse design of detector instruments, our
computational tools produce physically-accurate visualizations of
subsurface structures.

Index Terms— volume rendering, near infrared, biological
tissue, light scattering

I. I NTRODUCTION

Much of the literature in optical models and mechanisms
for light transport has been devoted to the visible part of the
electromagnetic spectrum. These models have formed the basis
of many volume rendering algorithms including raycasting,
splatting, and so on. Recently a variety of wavelengths,
including near-infrared (NIR), have been increasingly used
in non-invasive imaging. Unlike with visible wavelengths of
light, human tissue is extremely permeable to NIR light [10],
such as that generated by a TV remote control. Researchers
have leveraged this property to develop methods for non-
invasive imaging and detection to locate tumors, determine
blood oxygenation levels, assess nutritional absorption,brain
activity, water content, and many others [5], [16], [17], [19],
[24], [35], [44]. Unfortunately, current models of volume
rendering do not accurately capture the diffuse nature of NIR
transport in tissue.

In this paper we introduce an optical and biological model
for volume visualization which mimics the optical scattering
seen by the NIR transillumination device (Figure 1) devel-
oped by InfraRed Imaging Systems, Inc. This device, called
the IRIS Vascular Viewer, is used by medical personnel to
detect the subsurface location of arteries to draw arterial
blood taps. A major concern is the quality of the image,
which can be significantly different depending on the patient.
There may be anatomical differences as well as differences
in the optical scattering properties of tissues, which may vary
depending on the patient’s age, sex, and weight. Numerical
simulations, along with accurate numerical phantoms1, offer

1The Ohio State University,2InfraRed Imaging Systems, Inc.
1The term “numerical phantom” refers to the geometry and scattering

properties of the volume to which the numerical simulation willbe applied.

Fig. 1. This figure illustrates the use of the Vascular ViewerTM which
illuminates the far side of the forearm with an array of infrared LEDs, shines
the light through the arm, then is viewed directly using a filtered infrared
scope.

possibly the only way to study the NIR propagation through
tissue since it provides volumetric light intensity data which
cannot be obtained from measurements. Simulations to study
the light interaction with the tissue in the volume may be
critical in designing not only NIR devices but also post-
processing algorithms to improve the imaging. Secondly, once
an optical model exists, simulations can be done with any
set of parameters. Doing this in a real world experiment
would be very difficult since one must capture the anatomy
and characterize all the NIR tissue properties for a large
number human subjects. A similar type of study was done
with Laney et al. [27] in the simulation of radiography for
high-energy physics experiments. Like our model, the intent
of these authors is to provide a numerical basis for designing
experiments, validating other simulations, and understanding
the results of real world experiments.

There is a need for viable optical models and computational
methods that study light transport through biological tissue
at a variety of scales and wavelengths. Most existing optical
models [32] and volume rendering methods based on those
do not display internal structure in a realistic manner since
they do not simulate the high amount of scattering that occurs.
However, in computer graphics literature, subsurface scattering
methods have been employed to increase the realism of organic
surfaces and human skin [23]. Unfortunately, these methods
are not suited to the kinds of diffusion seen with NIR light
because they rely on the fact that at visible wavelengths the
effects of subsurface scattering are relatively local (when a
visible wavelength photon enters the surface of human skin,
it is absorbed after a few millimeters if it does not exit
before then). When NIR light scatters through human tissue
the effects are global (a photon which enters one side of a
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) source detector setup to measure backscattered light;(b) source
detector setup for transillumination.

human arm can easily travel several centimeters before being
completely absorbed). These models would become compu-
tationally cumbersome to simulate such extensive scattering.
thus they can not feasibly be used for the purposes described
below.

Over the past decade, there have been great advancements
in simulating light transport using the finite element method
(FEM), but there have been very few attempts at a full 3D
scattering to model the propagation of scattered light. In
this work, we implement a full 3D FEM solution of the
light diffusion equation. As a result, we can model the rich
heterogeneity of tissue types and geometry that exists under
the skin. Additionally, we suggest some optimizations that
efficiently render of the underlying model.

A. NIR Transillumination Devices

Many NIR measurement applications measure the amount
of backscattering from a source with a detector located on the
same side (see Figure 2a). While this method can measure
many useful properties of tissues it is limited to only a depth
of a few millimeters with NIR wavelengths. For many applica-
tions (such as measuring blood oxygenation levels) a limited
depth is not a restriction, however to visualize structures
deep within tissue requires a transillumination configuration
(Figure 2b). In this scenario the source is placed on the far
side of the tissue and the NIR light is scattered completely
through the extremity to the far side. Objects which absorb
NIR light and which are close to the surface on the far side
are then seen as shadows by the detector. The detector used
to generate the real world images (Figures 3b and 1) is a NIR
viewing scope.

There are many uses for a transillumination source detector
configuration. Traditionally physicians have used transillu-
mination to shine visible light through cavity or organs of
premature or newborn infants. However, as opposed to with
visible light, NIR light one can see deeper structures such as
veins or arteries. This real-time noninvasive visualization is
useful for clinicians to identify a patient’s vein or arteryfor

vasculature taps. Without visualization, clinicians relyon what
they can physically observe and feel through the skin which is
not always sufficient: 28% of intravenous (IV) taps in normal
adults fail on the first attempt [7], and 43% of IVs require
three or more insertion attempts in pediatrics [29]. These IV
insertion failures not only cause discomfort for the patient,
but the alternatives drastically increase the cost of treatment
and the failures can lead to complications including infection.
With real time visualization the risk of missing a vein or artery
due to lack of knowledge of its position decreases, since the
clinician can see the subsurface location of the vessel.

In our work, we specifically focus on simulating the transil-
lumination source detector configuration shown in Figure 2b.
An accurate physics-based visualization is the only recourse
to obtain a rendering which displays the internal structures
in their true form. Consider the image in Figure 3a; this
image was created through our 3D simulation with a numerical
phantom resembling a human forearm. The shadowing effects
caused by the subsurface vasculature are well depicted. A
typical volume rendering or a method that strictly uses only
forward scattering [26] will not result in a similar image since
the light will not be diffused properly in the medium.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Figure (a) shows our simulation of near infrared lightthrough an arm
model where the geometry, major internal veins, and arteries were segmented
from MRI data. Superficial veins on the surface were added manually from
the known locations on the original specimen. (Figure 5 showsthe original
MRI dataset while Figure 9 shows a perspective view of this dataset.) Figure
(b) shows the result from the Vascular ViewerTM for the same arm.

Our model simulates the NIR light diffusion effects by
solving a light diffusion equation with the finite element
method (FEM) on a 3D tetrahedral mesh. Thus the simulation
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is dependent not only on the mathematical model, but also
on an accurate numerical phantom. In this paper we present
a phantom which we have created based on an MRI of the
primary author’s arm, as well as the visible surface veins (see
Figure 3). This model allowed us to verify the visual effect
created by both deep subsurface structures and structures near
the surface. We have also included a simple procedural mesh
which is used to conduct experiments on possible artery depths
(see Figure 10).

In the next section we will detail previous work in the area
of light propagation modeling. In Section III we sketch the
theoretical basis for our optical model for light scattering in
tissue while in Section IV we derive the finite element solution
method we use for solving the system. Next, in Section V we
briefly discuss our numerical phantom and in Section VI we
present our implementation of this formulation to include an
efficient precalculation of the scattering for fast light position
updates. Finally, in Section VII we present our results with
this model and discuss our conclusions in Section VIII.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Recently many practical computational subsurface scatter-
ing models have been introduced in a drive to increase the
quality of realistic image synthesis in computer graphics [8],
[22], [23], [26], [34], [38]. Although we do not attempt to
simulate scattering of light for visible wavelengths here,many
of the principles are similar across visible and non-visible
wavelengths.

The work developed by Jensenet al. [23] has arguably
driven subsurface scattering research in recent years. Theap-
proximation presented by the authors uses a dipole solutionto
the diffusion equation to efficiently calculate local subsurface
scattering. This model was later enhanced to efficiently calcu-
late the effects of diffusion using a spatial partitioning tech-
nique [22]. Although more work was published that handles
multilayer materials [12] the dipole model still cannot handle
non-local scattering effects or non-layered discontinuities like
those presented in this paper.

A similar work developed by Rileyet al. [34] uses an
approximation to a forward scattering model to simulate light
scattering in clouds. In a trade off for runtime performance
this model only propagates light in a forward direction and
is limited to narrowly peaked forward biased phase functions.
Although most human tissue does forward-scatter light, there
are some tissues whose mean cosine of the phase function is
less forward-scattering than that of clouds [10]. Furthermore,
at the interfaces of subsurface discontinuities there can be large
amounts of reflection which would be completely lost in a
model which only propagates light in a forward direction.

There has been an increasing interest in the biomedical
imaging field to develop techniques for NIR spectroscopy [2],
[44]. Wilson et. al present a method for optical spectroscopy
in determining the depth of sub-tissue level features in [43].
To reduce the noise in backscattered optical images the au-
thors gate photons which have only a single scattering event
and perform experiments using modulated light. Arridge and
Hebden propose a method for optical tomography in [1].

Unfortunately optical tomography faces difficulty in obtaining
a high signal to noise ratio when scattering light through
tissue. Schweigeret al. introduces the finite element method
for time domain light diffusion in [36] which discusses a
variety of boundary conditions and two specialized source
representations in two dimensions. Although the focus of our
paper is on completely diffusive media, recent work in finite
element light diffusion has focused on embedded non-diffusive
regions [3], [4], [28]. Finally recent work in bioluminescence
tomography has motivated a drive to understand the nature of
scattering light in tissue [11].

Max [32] derives an optical model (among many) for
volume rendering based on the transport equation derived by
Chandrasekhar [9]. One can also consider the work in this
paper to be diffusive volume rendering optical model. Max’s
solution method is to use an efficient implementation of the
discrete ordinates method. This is necessary if scatteringis
not the main method of propagation in the medium. However,
for human tissue light scattering is the dominant method of
propagation. This is due to the fact that the rate at which tissue
absorbs light is much less than the rate at which it scatters
it. Thus the transport equation need not be solved directly.
Instead, we approximate the transport equation by the diffusion
equation and render the result from there.

III. D IFFUSION THEORY OFL IGHT TRANSPORT

In general, the propagation of light in a medium at a point
r and direction̂s can be approximated by the Transport Equa-
tion. Here it is presented in the same form as Ishimaru [20]

dId(r, ŝ)

ds
= −µtId(r, ŝ)+

µt

4π

∫

4π

p(ŝ, ŝ′)Id(r, ŝ
′)dω′+εri(r, ŝ)

(1)
whereId(r, ŝ) is the diffuse intensity,µt is the extinction cross
section,p(ŝ, ŝ′) is the phase function,εri(r, ŝ) is the source
function due to reduced incident intensity,Iri(r, ŝ), which has
the behavior

dIri(r, ŝ)

ds
= −µtIri(r, ŝ). (2)

In the case of human tissue or any other highly scattering
media the diffusion approximation gives accurate solutions
which are computationally simpler to solve. The diffusion ap-
proximation is based on the assumption that light is completely
scattered a small distance below the surface. In this case the
intensity is not determined by direction, but is a scalar value
defined at a point inside the medium. Formally, this quantity
is the average diffuse intensity:

Ud(r) =
1

4π

∫

4π

Id(r, ŝ)dω. (3)

To derive the diffusion approximation we first expand
Id(r, ŝ) in a Taylor series (of which the first term isUd) and
substitute only the first and second terms back into Equation1.
After several simplifications we are left with the diffusion
approximation

∇ · β∇Ud(r) − λUd(r) + S(r) = 0 (4)
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p(̂s, ŝ′) Phase function
g Mean cosine of the scattering angle

µa Absorption cross section
µs Scattering cross section
µ′

s Reduced scattering coefficient (µs(1 − g))
µt Extinction cross section (µa + µs)
µtr Transport cross section (µs(1 − g) + µa)

Id(r, ŝ) Diffuse intensity
Iri(r, ŝ) Reduced incident intensity (Eq. 2)
εri(r, ŝ) Reduced incident intensity source
Ud(r) Average diffuse intensity (Eq. 3)
Uri(r) Average reduced intensity

β Constant term(µtr)−1

λ Constant term3µa

ν Constant term3µs

V e volume of elemente
∆f area of the facef of elemente

Q1(r) First order source distribution (Eq. 7)

TABLE I

TABLE OF VARIABLES.

whereβ andλ are constant terms (see Table I) and

S(r) = νUri(r) −
3

4π
∇ · βQ1(r) (5)

whereν is a constant term (see Table I),µtr is the transport
cross section, and

Uri(r) =
1

4π

∫

4π

Iri(r, ŝ) dω (6)

is defined as the average reduced incident intensity. The term
Q1(r) is the first order source distribution which is non-zero
only when the phase function is anisotropic. Formally it is
defined as:

Q1(r) =
µt

µtr

∫

4π

[

1

4π

∫

4π

p(̂s, ŝ′)̂s dω

]

Iri(r, ŝ
′)dω′. (7)

Complete details of this derivation can be found in Ishi-
maru [20, pages 175–178].

A. Boundary Conditions

The exact boundary condition for the Transport Equation
(Eq. 1) is that no diffuse intensity should enter the medium
from the outside. Unfortunately, this boundary cannot be
enforced on the diffusion equation since the intensity quantity,
Ud(r), is defined independently of direction. A common
approximate boundary condition used by Ishimaru [20] can
be derived by forcing the total inward directed flux to zero
∫

2π−
Id(r, ŝ)(̂s · n̂

−)dω = 0, wheren̂− is the inward directed
normal at point̂s. This boundary condition can be formulated
in terms ofUd(r) alone as

µtrUd(r) −
2

3

∂

∂ n−
Ud(r) +

2n̂− · Q1(r)

4π
= 0 (8)

where∂/∂ n+ is the normal derivative in the outward direction
(see [20, pages 179–180] for the derivation).

1

3

2

4

eΩ

’Γ

Fig. 4. An example three dimensional elementΩe with nodes1 . . . 4. The
surface of this element is indicated byΓ′ as described in Equation 9.

IV. F INITE ELEMENT DERIVATION

This section describes the formulation of our FEM system
of equations for the diffusion equation based on the method
of weighted residuals [13]. It is necessary for us to pose
our problem as light scattering through a mesh, rather than
a local problem as Jensenet al. [23] do, since the nature of
the scattering is global and the discontinuities in the material
are non-layered.

The purpose of this section is to present only the steps useful
for the implementation of our model. A description of our
implementation follows in Section VI. Readers unfamiliar with
the FEM can refer to the classic texts [45] and [39] for an in
depth discussion of FEM theory. Algorithms VI-A and VI-B
in Section VI refer the reader to the specific equations in this
section necessary for implementation.

The discussion that follows assumesΩe is a tetrahedral
element,e, shown in Figure 4. In the FEM we solve for
the unknowns at the nodes and interpolate the solution as
a summation of the node unknowns weighted by functions.
For example ifUd(r) is known at all four points we can
solve for Ud(r) at any point inside the element byUd(r) =
∑4

j=1 Ue
d(j)φ

e
j(r). The standard weighted residual expression

based on Equation 4 for a single elemente is then given by

−

∫

Ω

∇φe
i (r) · β∇Ue

d (r) dΩ −

∫

Ω

φe
i (r)λUe

d (r) dΩ

+

∫

Ω

φe
i (r)S

e(r) dΩ +

∫

Γ′

s

φe
i (r)β

(

∂

∂ n+
Ue

d (r)

)

dΓ′ = 0

(9)
for local nodesi = 1, 2, 3, 4, whereΓ′

s refers to the boundary
of element e. The last term in Equation 9,∂Ue

d (r)/∂ n+

accounts for flux which is passed from one element to the
other. For inter-element boundaries this term will cancel out
since the flux is continuous. However, at the outer boundary
the boundary condition given by Equation 8 must be properly
enforced. Next, we expandUd(r) andS in elemente in terms
of the finite element basis functions, whereUd is defined above
andS =

∑4
j=1 Se

j φe
j(r). Thus, ignoring the boundary termΓe

for now, we write Equation 9 in matrix form

[Ke]{Ue
d} = {we} (10)

whereUe
d = [Ue

1d, U
e
2d, U

e
3d, U

e
4d]

T . The elements of[Ke] can
be calculated analytically as
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Ke
ij =

∫

Ω

[

β∇φe
i (r) · ∇φe

j(r) + λφe
i (r)φe

j(r)
]

dΩ(11)

=
β

36V e
(be

i b
e
j + ce

i c
e
j + de

i d
e
j) +

V e

20
λ(1 + δij)(12)

where δij is the Kronecker delta (1 when i = j and 0
otherwise) andbe

i , ce
i , and de

i are constants derived from
an analytical integration of the linear interpolation functions
in Equation 11. Since the calculation of these constants in
standard textbooks is often left to the reader we present the
solution below

be
1 = y2(z4 − z3) + y3(z2 − z4) + y4(z3 − z2)

be
2 = y1(z3 − z4) + y3(z4 − z1) + y4(z1 − z3)

be
3 = y1(z4 − z2) + y2(z1 − z4) + y4(z2 − z1)

be
4 = y1(z2 − z3) + y2(z3 − z1) + y3(z1 − z2)

ce
1 = x2(z3 − z4) + x3(z4 − z2) + x4(z2 − z3)

ce
2 = x1(z4 − z3) + x3(z1 − z4) + x4(z3 − z1)

ce
3 = x1(z2 − z4) + x2(z4 − z1) + x4(z1 − z2)

ce
4 = x1(z3 − z2) + x2(z1 − z3) + x3(z2 − z1)

de
1 = x2(y4 − y3) + x3(y2 − y4) + x4(y3 − y2)

de
2 = x1(y3 − y4) + x3(y4 − y1) + x4(y1 − y3)

de
3 = x1(y4 − y2) + x2(y1 − y4) + x4(y2 − y1)

de
4 = x1(y2 − y3) + x2(y3 − y1) + x3(y1 − y2)

(13)

wherexn, yn, andzn are thex, y, andz coordinates of node
n. Finally, V e is the volume of elemente

V e =
1

6

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x1 [y2(z4 − z3) + y3(z2 − z4) + y4(z3 − z2)] +
x2 [y1(z3 − z4) + y3(z4 − z1) + y4(z1 − z3)] +
x3 [y1(z4 − z2) + y2(z1 − z4) + y4(z2 − z1)] +
x4 [y1(z2 − z3) + y2(z3 − z1) + y3(z1 − z2)]

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

(14)
Equation 12 is essentially a matrix which describes the

behavior ofUd(r) at each node in the element. In some sense
it can be thought of as a calculation of the future distribution
of the scattering given the source on each node.

We can calculate{we} analytically by assuming thatUri

varies linearly between the nodes of the element (a practical
assumption since we use linear elements for the finite element
weights):

we
i =

∫

Ω
φe

i (r)S(r) dΩ

= νV e
(

Urii

10 +
Urij

20 +
Urik

20 +
Uril

20

)

−− β
4π

∑4
f=1

(

∆fφe
i (mf )

[

n̂+
f · Qe

1(mf )
])

(15)
wheref is a face on elemente and ∆f , mf and n̂+

f is the
area, midpoint and normal for facef .

Finally, if any facef of e lies on the the boundary of
the domainΓb then the following terms are added to[Ke]
and {we} which are derived from substituting the boundary
condition (Equation 8) into the∂/∂n+ term on Equation 9.

Ks
ij =

4
∑

f=1











if f ∈ Γb βµtr

∆f

8
(1 + δij)

else 0

(16)

ws
i =

4
∑

f=1











if f ∈ Γb −βµtr

∆f

4π
φe

i (mf )n̂−

f
· Q1(mf )

else 0

(17)

To generate the matrix for the entire FEM mesh, the
matrices from all the elements are summed together. To map
the local elemental matrices to the global one we apply an
N × 4 matrix, [V e], to [Ke] in the form

[K] =

M
∑

e=1

[V e] · [Ke] · [V e]T (18)

whereM is the number of elements and the elements of[V e]
are zero except for elementsV e

i1, V e
j2, V e

k3 and V e
l4, wherei,

j, k and l are the global node numbers of local nodes 1, 2,
3 and 4. Similarly the global vector{w} is built off the local
element source vector as

{w} =

M
∑

e=1

[V e] · {we}. (19)

V. B IOLOGICAL AND GEOMETRICAL PHANTOM

The data shown in Figure 3a was derived from hand
segmented MRI slices of the primary author’s right forearm.
For reference, a slice from this MRI dataset is shown in
Figure 5. Unfortunately, MRI systems are not configured to
image human arms as high resolution; as an alternative the
dataset used in this paper was derived by inserting the arm into
a knee coil on a 3 Tesla MRI system. Thisad hocconfiguration
resulted in a rather noisy dataset which yielded a usable
part approximately 1.5 inches in length. Although the MRI
phantom presented here is smaller than we would prefer, it can
still be used to accurately simulate NIR scatter. Furthermore
the MRI was unable to capture the superficial veins seen in
Figure 3b due in part to the restricted blood flow during the
data capture and the overall size of the structures. However, we
were able to recreate these structures by modeling the visible
surface veins on the original specimen.

We have also created a second dataset by hand, using
anatomical data, in the finite element meshing software AN-
SYS. Our model (shown in Figure 6 includes both the ulnar
and radial artery, superficial veins, the radius and ulna bones,
and an outer “muscle” layer. We use this model later to
demonstrate the effect of light placement and age effects on
the NIR light propagation.

Although it is difficult to measurein vivo scattering values
for internal human tissues many studies exist which measure
the absorption coefficientµa and the reduced scattering coef-
ficient µ′

s in a variety of tissues at different wavelengths [6],
[10], [15], [31]. The scattering properties we chose are shown
in Table II were for wavelength 950nm.
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Fig. 5. A sample slice of a MRI of the author’s forearm used in the biological
phantom in Figure 3a. The two main arteries (ulnar and radial)are marked
in red and the two veins are marked in blue.

Fig. 6. ANSYS model for human forearm. Red vessels are arteries and blue
vessels are superficial veins. Inner cylinders represent the radius and ulna
bones.

A. Optical Properties of Skin

The performance of the IRIS vascular viewer is known to
be affected by the age of the patient. In this section, we use the
simulation tool to investigate the cause. NIR light is absorbed
in the dermis mainly by water and collagen [42]. Although
skin thickness decreases with age [40] the water content of
the skin is greater with increasing age when expressed per
unit weight [30]. Furthermore the proportion of insoluble
collagen increases with age while that of soluble collagen
decreases [18].

Since the total skin thickness in young men is 1.0-1.2mm
and young women 0.8-1.0mm and decreases to 0.7-0.9mm in
both by age 70 [40] we model this absorption in the skin layer
as part of theUri source distribution.

Since the outer skin layer is relatively thin compared to

Tissue µs (cm−1) µa (cm−1) g

Bone [14] 240 0.5 0.945
Muscle [37] 55.5† 0.456 0.9
Blood [10]⋆ 2.84 505 0.992

TABLE II

OPTICAL PROPERTIES FOR THE SIMULATION SHOWN INFIGURES3 AND 8.

THE SOURCE WAVELENGTH IS ASSUMED TO BE950NM . (†ASSUMING

g = 0.9.; ⋆WAVELENGTH = 960NM .)

Fig. 7. Renderings of our arm dataset as the skin thickness isincreased. The
left image allows 100% of the NIR light into and out of the model while the
right image reduces the NIR penetration to only 20%.

the rest of the subsurface, its contribution is only affected
as light enters and leaves the medium. Since our boundary
condition assumes no inward directed diffuse intensity, the
absorbing boundary layer will not have an effect on the diffuse
intensity computations. This occurs since intensity cannot be
reflected from the boundary, absorbed, then reflected back into
the medium. Thus we model the effect of NIR absorption in
the skin layer by scaling the reduced incident intensity by a
value proportional to the rate of absorption. This is essentially
a modification of the particular solution to Equation 2 such
that we scale the initial intensity by some percentage:

Iri(r, ŝ) = Λ(t)Iri(r0, ŝ) e−
R

µt(s)s ds (20)

Wherer0 is the location of the light source andΛ(t) is a
parameter based percentage between[0, 1] which accounts for
the NIR absorption in the skin. This term can be calculated by
exponentially decaying the absorption coefficient for skin[19]
across the depth of the skin

Λ(t) = e−δ(t)µa(t) (21)

where δ(t) is the thickness of the skin andµa(t) is the
absorption cross section for that section of skin.

Likewise, in the final projection ofUd(r) and Uri(r) to
the detector we also scale the output intensity by this same
parameter to account for the absorption of light exiting the
skin.

VI. I MPLEMENTATION

In this section we discuss the details of our implementation,
namely the algorithm to create the[K] matrix described in
Equations 12 and 16, creation of the source vector{w} given
Equations 15 and 17, and a method for solving the system and
displaying the results. Since the mesh is dense and system of
equations so large we must be careful in the implementation
to avoid any unnecessary calculations.

A. Matrix [K]

When constructing the matrix for the finite element system
we are building the sparse global matrix[K]. However its
construction is based on contributions from every element in
the mesh. In general we loop through every element in the
mesh, build a local[Ke] matrix based on Equation 12 and
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boundary conditions in Equation 16, then add[Ke] to the
global matrix [K] by mapping the local element numbers to
the global ones as shown in Equation 18. This algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to build [K].

Build K([K]):
for each elemente in the meshdo

Build a local4 × 4 matrix [Ke] given Equation 12
Add boundary conditions from Equation 16 to[Ke]
Add the elements from[Ke] to [K] by mapping

local node numbers to global ones as in
Equation 18

end for
end //Build K

B. Source Distribution{w}

The source distribution is calculated from solving forUri(r)
at every node in the mesh (see Equation 3) then integrating
across the elements as shown in Equation 15. Calculating
Uri involves tracing a ray from the node to the light source
and attenuating the source light based on the extinction cross
section (µt) of the elements the ray passes through. Since
it is possible to have different material properties in each
element of the mesh we must calculate an intersection for
each element the ray passes through, as opposed to the straight
line distance from the node to the edge of the mesh. To
avoid expensive intersection tests with all the elements in
the node, we partition the domain containing all elements
of the FE grid in an octree. The intersection task is then
simplified by testing only those elements that reside in octants
that intersect the ray. For a well balanced octree this reduces
the number of potential intersection checks from linear to log
complexity. The algorithm for building vector{w} is shown
in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm to build {w}.

Build w({w}):
for each noden in the meshdo

Trace a ray from the source through the medium to
n and calculateUri(r)based on Equation 6

Store this result inuri(n)
end for
for each elemente in the meshdo

Build a local 4 element vector{we} given Equation
15 and using the precomputed values forUri(r)
from uri(n)

Add boundary conditions from Equation 17 to{we}
Add the elements from{we} to {w} by mapping

local node numbers to global ones as in
Equation 19

end for
end //Build w

C. Matrix Factorization of[K]

Once we build the elemental global matrix and source
vector we solve a linear system of the form[K]{Ud} =
{w} to calculate the diffuse light distribution. Fortunately the
elemental matrix of the diffusion equation is positive-definite,
thus we can use Cholesky decomposition [33] to solve the
system which is an economical method for decomposing[K]
into the form

[K] = [L][L]T . (22)

To solve this system one then solves the equation[L]{y} =
{w}, then [L]T {Ud} = {y}. These solutions are trivial since
both vectors can be directly solved using forward and back-
substitution.

To reduce non-zero fill in the factorL we reorder the
factorization with the METIS multilevel graph partitioning
algorithm [25] in conjunction with sparse matrix library
TAUCS [41]. Note that once the matrix is factored, one can
change the location of the source and quickly recalculate the
Ud(r) diffusion distribution.

As long as the material properties in the mesh remain
constant we can save the factor[L] as a precomputation of
the light scattering in the mesh to update the solution as the
light source moves. Table III shows the timings for each stepin
the algorithm. If we reuse the factor[L] this causes the time in
column “Factor+ [K] Creation Time” to be a precalculation
cost and successive solutions on the mesh would simply be
the “Source Creation Time” plus “Solution Time.”

D. Rendering

To render the simulated NIR images in this paper, we first
solve forUd(r) at all points in the mesh then interpolate the
solutions into a complete volume. If the nodal solutions are
projected directly to the surface of the model using a texture
mapped visualization approach, the solution tends to look
rough and pixelated due to the tetrahedral element boundaries
aliasing the solution. Instead we load our solved volume as
a 3D volume of scalar intensities into Kitware’s VolView
volume visualization software. Allowing a bit of translucency
in the volume generates more realistic renderings. Volume
rendering the solution is essentially similar to modeling the
subtle forward scattering effects as light diffuses out of the
material which are not completely modeled by the diffusion
equation.

VII. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One advantage of our model is the ability to perform
simulations which could not otherwise be done with real world
subjects without difficulty. As an example, one experiment we
performed was to transilluminate an absorption discontinuity
which could be moved below the surface of an otherwise
diffusely scattering object. As the discontinuity is movedthe
mean intensity increases due to more light being allowed to
reach that area on the surface. Simultaneously, the standard
deviation of the intensity histogram decreases, reflectingthe
fact that the intensity is distributed more evenly across the
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Fig. 8. This figure shows the solution ofUd(r) on our finite element model
shown in Figure 6. The arm on the left is lit from the bottom while the image
on the right is lit from the top. The planes in the background are shown for
perspective.

Fig. 9. This figure shows a perspective view of the MRI data at the edge of
the dataset. Note that both the arteries and the veins are visible, however the
shadowing caused by the veins is too deep beneath the surfaceto see through
to the detector (top) side. The dotted circle is drawn aroundthe end of the
dataset for perspective.

surface. The images in Figures 10a and 10b demonstrate the
visual aspects of this experiment while the image in Figure 10c
shows our visibility metric as the discontinuity moves beneath
the surface.

Figure 8 illustrates the effect of source placement on the
rendering of the synthetic arm with both a top and bottom
lit configuration. Finally, Figure 9 demonstrates the ability to
simulate not only the visible surface light, but the complete
intensity distribution in a volume with a perspective cutaway
view of the MRI phantom.

It is important to note that the images rendered in this
paper could be rendered using Monte Carlo photon tracing
methods [21]. However, since diffusion dominates the pho-
ton propagation, many photons must be traced to accurately
capture the diffusion effect. Thus, the model presented in this
paper can be considered a computationally efficient technique
for solving light distributions in media with high scatter and
low absorption. Namely, the finite element solution to the
diffusion approximation.

Some sample run times and matrix fill statistics are given in
Table III. As mentioned previously, the “Factor+ [K] Creation
Time” column can be thought of as a precomputation step
if multiple simulations are run with a moving light source.

Saving the factorization reduces successive calculationsby
approximately half.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

In this work we have presented a practical framework
for solving light diffusion problems in three dimensions for
the purpose of simulating light scattering in inhomogeneous
materials. Many scattering models used in computer graphics
literature are unable to capture the diffuse spread of lightin
inhomogeneous materials due to the high rate of scattering in
the medium. We have shown that a finite element solution to
the diffusion equation is able to not only accurately capture
many subsurface scattering effects seen in real world NIR
transillumination but provide the entire volumetric intensity
distribution which would otherwise be unachievable with real
world subjects. As part of our continuing work, we wish to
not only use this model to help design NIR medical devices,
but also refine the numerical phantoms used in this paper.
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Fig. 10. This figure illustrates our metric for determining visibility of a
subsurface structure in a 10cm3 medium. Column(a) places the discontinuity
at 1cm while column(b) places it at 5cm. The histogram plots on the bottom
row show the intensity of the pixels around the white boxes drawn on the top
surface of the cubes. Notice as the discontinuity sinks the average intensity
increases while the standard deviation of the histogram decreases. Figure
(c) shows how the standard deviation of intensity varies as the discontinuity
moves below the surface.µs = 10cm−1 µa = 0.1cm−1. The discontinuity
visibility drops significantly after 1.5cm.


